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We wish to acknowledge that Lithgow
Information and Neighbourhood
Centre Limited operates on the lands
of the traditional owners, the Wiradjuri
people. We pay our respect to the
elder's past, present and emerging.
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Linc's Objectives
Lithgow Information and Neighbourhood Centre Limited (LINC) is managed by a volunteer Board of
Management elected at an Annual General Meeting from within the membership of the association.
LINC receives recurrent funding to provide community support and community development services
from a range of sources including NSW Department of Communities and Justice, NSW Health and
Ageing, National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) the Commonwealth Government’s Department of
Health as listed below:
1. To provide and support quality and affordable services that will ensure lifelong health, education,
for families and children
2. To support people who live in the Lithgow LGA to have a voice and meaningful participation in the
design and delivery of social services. To this end "LINC will work to bring varied, and often silent,
local voices into discussions about community development, networking, leadership, service
delivery and integrated approaches for the future.”
3. To continuously improve and develop our service provision
4. To expand our service to meet the needs of the community throughout the Lithgow Local
Government Area
5. To provide meaningful and challenging opportunities for volunteers
6. To be an accessible and well-utilised centre for the whole community
7. To achieve an effective co-location with other service providers
8. To build a positive community profile
9. To provide a safe and accessible environment for staff, tenants and visitors
10. To achieve a cohesive management and staff team
11. To secure and manage financial resources to support the development of LINC's services and
activities
12. To support choices that will help our environment sustain us
13. To support choices that will help people and organisations work together as a community to
achieve these goals
14. To pursue these goals with clear objectives based on detailed practical knowledge of the people
who we serve and their communities
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Strategic Goals
Strategic Goal 1:
To work with individuals and families to provide community support and services in Lithgow; enabling
quality, accessible services and development processes that allow people and the land to flourish within a
diverse and equitable community and build individual community capacity, diversity, inclusion and equity
and be a highly recognised and supported community organisation in Lithgow.

Strategic Goals 2:
To be an accessible and well-utilised centre for the whole community through the support of
Neighbourhood and community development activities
To provide and support quality and affordable services that will ensure lifelong health, education,
transport and housing for people, their families and children
Build the capacity of the people who are frail aged in the LGA to live as independently and with as
high a quality of life as possible
Build the capacity of persons with a disability to live as independently as possible
Maintain and strengthen the involvement of volunteers in the activities of LINC and the community
generally
Develop a best practice and sustainable Food Service
Expand the Communities and Kids service and related programs
Expand the Adolescent and Family Counsellor related counselling services

Strategic Goals 3:
Ensure a best practice governance and risk management community-based organisation.
Have a strong community-based and experienced Board that understands the needs of LINC
Have an effective risk management plan and follow it
LINC demonstrably meets its legal and contractual employment requirements, especially WHS

Strategic Goal 4:
Ensure sufficient financial strength, resources and accountability
Financial compliance and viability
Prepare for client-directed funding
Increase sources of income
Strong partnerships and alliances that add value to LINC
A highly recognised and supported ‘brand’

Strategic Goal 5:
To ensure staff and volunteers have the commitment, skills and resources to meet the needs of individuals
and the community we support and who regard LINC as a great place to work.
LINC has a stable and well trained workforce
Support and resources for the staff and managers to achieve the best possible outcomes for people
we serve
Staff physical conditions and IT support are best practice
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Chairperson's Report
I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely

The Board would like to thank and congratulate

thank the LINC Board for their contributions over

Lydia Commins, the General Manager who has led

the last 12 months. It has been a trying and

LINC through a Covid pandemic and has supported

difficult time and their steady resolve,

and inspired her leadership team and volunteers at

professionalism and high level of governance has

LINC.

been a pleasure to be part of.

We would like to thank each individual employee

I would like to express my personal gratitude to the

for their continued dedication and service. The

Board for the guidance, advice and support

workforce are often the unsung heroes and the

provided to me as Chairperson during the last

driving force behind the organisation. The Board

year. All members are longstanding with a wealth

would also like to sincerely thank the volunteers at

of knowledge and have been integral to the

LINC who selflessly provide service on behalf of

growth and management of the organisation over

LINC to the community.

many years.

The future and stability of the organisation is in

Board meetings were conducted monthly and

good hands and we look forward to a bright and

adhered to the reporting guidelines and

productive year ahead.

framework. Meetings were held face to face and
virtually. All Board members are volunteers and

Deanna Goodsell

give up their personal time. The Board have

Chairperson

managed their roles admirably and continue to
influence and oversee the operations of this
wonderful, robust organisation.
The last 12 months has seen an extensive overhaul
of LINC policies and procedures in line with LINC's
objectives, strategic goals and compliance. This
has in turn, strengthened processes across the
organisation. LINC has worked within its financial
capabilities with the appropriate allocation of
recurrent funding and positive audit report.
LINC has been at the heart of our community for
many years and its resilience and endurance
continues to enhance lives and contribute to the
diverse and rich fabric of our community.
During the year and the difficulties faced, LINC has
not only demonstrated great resilience and
strength but also the courage to think strategically
and use the unusual circumstances to build on
operations, implementing and providing additional
support services and links to the community it
serves. Particularly around the vulnerable in our
community.
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The Linc Board
Deanna Goodsell

Michael Wilson

Chairperson

Public Officer
Director

Pamela Haddin

Beverly Wiggins

Secretary

Treasurer

Julie Murnane

Brownyn Webb

Director

Director

Shirley Vernon

Director
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General Manager
The Lithgow Information and Neighbourhood Centre,

With this funding, LINC will be extending some

like other businesses, had to make significant

service delivery options by using the allocated

changes due to the COVID-19 pandemic. With the

funding to incorporate new quality programs from

presence of COVID-19 in our region and

the Communities and Kids’ team, Community Hub

unpredictable restrictions on community activities

and Bowenfels Community Hub. We are also

and events, our ability to remain closed and

appreciative that are able to make some major

connected to our community has been tested.

renovations to the building with funding from the
state government. Thank you to everyone who has

During this time LINC focused on the safe and

supported LINC with grants and donations, your

reliable delivery of essential services. This stems

support and generosity is greatly appreciated.

across the whole organisation including Disability
services, Child Youth and Adolescent Counselling,

Please see the full list of successful grants and

Community Hub and Communities and Kids,

donations on page 25.

Commonwealth Home Support Programs, Finance,

The services have completed digital marketing

Human Resources, Reception, Hygienist and

training to increase brand presence through digital

Volunteers.

marketing platforms which will include a new

Unfortunately, due to the government restrictions

website and increased awareness on social media

there were some programs that had to stop

platforms. I am excited to see new marketing

delivering face to face assistance. However, this

strategies that the teams develop. The

also presented opportunities which enabled each

implementation of a new rostering and payroll

service at LINC to reflect and develop creative ways

system is currently being trialled.

to reach people. At LINC, we were passionate about

Future

people living healthy and meaningful lives at home,
and as part of their community. Thanks to the

LINC teams are looking forward to recommencing

commitment of our staff and volunteers, we were

programs and implementing their great ideas

able to respond to this year’s challenges with

developed or learnt during lockdown. We are

flexibility and resilience. Thank you to each staff

anticipating a continual growth and development

member and volunteers who provided innovative and

with the disability services next year and this year

responsive support to families, children, participants,

we have welcomed many new participants who

clients, and community members during these

have enjoyed the creative social and learning

challenging times.

experiences within our programs as well us in our

Highlights

accommodation services.

Meals on Wheels and Food Rescue services have

CHSP services will continue to make a significant

been crucial services this year ensuring people had

difference to our elderly population via meals,

adequate access to food, whilst in lockdown. A huge

shopping assistance, home modifications and

thank you to everyone involved with these services

maintenance, and social support, including those

and assisted to continue valuable services. Both

who are living with early on set dementia for respite

programs had significant increases over the past

at Doreen’s Place and support and referral services.

year, and we continue to keep the demand with the

The Child Youth and Adolescent counselling service

consistent, hard work of our employees and

will continue to support and create therapeutic

volunteers.

programs and strategies for children, young people,

We have been very fortunate with successful funding

and families to assist them in times of need. We are

applications to support various services this year.

also seeking support to expand the support for the
Portland community.
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Communities and Kids service will be delivering new
programs for families including Let’s Read – Let’s
Count and will offer Maths is Fun Train the Trainer
early in 2022. They are working hard to establish
partnerships to introduce intergeneration playgroups
with nursing homes and other elderly groups. The team
are also exploring the options of facilitating the Circle
of Security program for educators in childcare
settings.
Community Hub will be starting a Youth Hub at
Bowenfels to support the young people with
homework and assessments, opportunities to develop
social skills, healthy eating, and financial resilience.
We are also looking forward to starting the monthly
BBQs in Bowenfels once again in 2022.
We also look forward to the strategic planning days
set for next year. This will be a good exercise for us to
strategise and develop goals that align with the needs
of our community and partners that are achievable for
LINC services.

Thank you to the LINC board of management for the
continuous support they provide. The board have the
best interest for LINC’s future in mind every time
decisions for the organisation are made. The board
have extensive knowledge, knowledge of our services
and are passionate to in make a difference for our
community.

Every day I see examples of our amazing staff and
volunteers helping people. I often reflect how lucky I
am to be managing such a wonderful organisation
that touches so many lives in our community. Thank
you to everyone for making my job worthwhile. I feel
proud and privileged to be working with you all and I
cannot wait for the community strengthening
achievements we make together in 2022.

Lydia Commins
LINC General Manager
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Financial Accountant
This year our gross turnover was $4,196,252 with total expenses $4,282,235.
Accordingly, LINC has incurred a deficit on operations for the year of
$85,983 (2020 Deficit $187,314). Fortunately, LINC’s balance sheet is
adequately robust and while this deficit lessens that strength, LINC still
maintains the resources to progress its valuable community work into 2022.
The Financial Year has seen a continuation of challenges for the entity.

Constraints and concerns associated with the pandemic have continued to
limit activity and occupancy across many parts of our service areas. In
addition, there is always work to do and the finance team continue to seek
incremental improvements to our systems to provide the whole team with
more administrative functionality and efficiency for more emphasis on our
Participant care and attention.

David Weekes
Chief Financial Accountant
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Income Summary
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)

$2,009,936

Department of Health (Australia)

$1,095,025

Department of Communities and Justice

$394,921

Wentworth Healthcare Limited

$35,608

Lithgow City Council

$26,400

Dementia Australia

$11,000

Lithgow Workman's Club

$5,400

Energy Australia

$5,000

Netwaste

$1,582

Club Lithgow

$400

Community Donations

$11,093

Service User Contributions

$239,763

Meals on Wheels

$144,243

Home Modifications, Maintenance & Gardens

$57,770

Cash Flow Boost

$50,000

Other Income (i.e., Sales)

$108,111

TOTAL INCOME

$4,196,252
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Expense Summary
Employment Expenses (incl. On-Costs)

$3,346,510

Depreciation

$67,879

Motor Vehicles

$48,552

Accountancy

$30,000

Financial Audit

$22,452

Consultancies

$8,600

Other Expenses

$758,240

TOTAL EXPENSES

$4,282,235

INCOME LESS EXPENSES

-$85,983

Suzanne Hayes
Finance Manager
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Our Services

Child Youth & Family Counselling
As I reviewed last year’s report, it felt like not too

A key part of the outreach role has also involved

much has changed, with the unexpected and

liaising with Head Teachers and resourcing staff with

ongoing effects of the COVID-19 pandemic

current trauma informed information to support a

continuing to impact upon clients and their families,

broader focus beyond behavioural and disciplinary

communities, resources, and service delivery. For

responses, by encouraging opportunities for

many families, the requirements to home school,

connection and coregulation which mediate rather

combined with the need for regular testing and

than perpetuate the effects of complex trauma. It

isolation, challenged our efforts to consistently

has been encouraging that the schools are seeking a

connect. In many ways, this year has often been

wide range of resources to complement their efforts

about maintaining connection, and providing

in supporting student wellbeing.

information and advice in an effort to support
parents and children navigate the ever changing
environment, and the compounding impacts of
anxiety, cumulative trauma, and associated parallel
processes including a sense of loss of control,
restricted choice, increased surveillance,
powerlessness, disconnection, isolation, and fear of
the unknown.
Many in our community have also been impacted by
the subsequent housing and rental crisis which has

Parents have been supported by way of individual
counselling for experiences of grief, loss, major life
transitions and cumulative trauma. Often this has
been supported by the Circle of Security Parenting
program. The majority of parents are also supported
by other community based services, such as Thrive,
Lithgow Community Projects, or the LINC Second Bite
program.

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

threatened housing security, and significantly limited

Apart from the education sector, primary

affordable housing options. Thus the ebb and flow of

partnerships have included Lithgow Community

the work has become a little more unpredictable,

Projects, local psychologists, Thrive Family Services,

however this service has endeavoured to remain

Dept. of Communities & Justice, Central Tablelands

flexible and responsive in order to provide as many

and Blue Mountains Community Legal Centre, and

support options as possible including face to face,

local GP’s. The role also requires regular liaison and

outdoor, phone and zoom sessions, in addition to

collaboration with Paediatricians, Victims Services,

check ins and resources provided via email, and

Mental Health, Dept of Housing, PCYC, in addition to

connection to online supports. It is a testament to the

other local and specialised service providers as

families who have risen to the challenges, and

appropriate.

continued to strive for better outcomes for their
families in amongst such difficult and uncertain
circumstances.

Throughout the year the General Manager and
myself have also explored options for increasing
supports to the Portland Community, with the aim of

For a period of time we were able to offer support in

offering generalist support whilst mapping the need

various school communities including individual and

for more specialist and targeted interventions.

group sessions at Portland Central each week of the

Potential funding options have been explored.

school term, in addition to outreach counselling
support to students at Zig Zag, Cooerwull, Mt
Victoria and Lithgow Public. Groups have focused on
social emotional skill development and safe
relationships utilising the Love Bites program.

On an interagency level, I have been part of the
Lithgow Cares Committee which has continued to
meet despite the challenges of COVID restrictions.
The committee has identified 3 priority areas which
are outlined below.
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Unfortunately, whilst the community based activities

As part of ethical and reflective practice, I remain

have been limited, the committee has made

committed to monthly formal clinical supervision,

advances in moving towards a shared framework for

and regular informal peer supervision. I also

supporting victim survivors of domestic & family

maintain professional registration with the

violence drawing upon the Safe & Together Model,

Australian Counselling Association.

Insight Exchange – Follow My Lead, Dignity Driven
Practice, and the work of Jess Hill whose book “see

Looking forward …

what you made me do” has succeeded in raising

I wish to commend the LINC staff and Board for

general awareness of the complexity of Domestic &

their ongoing commitment and dedication to the

Family Abuse. Additionally there have been many key

Lithgow Community, and specifically the General

moments in public life that have endeavoured to

Manager, Lydia Commins for her strong and

challenge the narrative and systemic practices

compassionate leadership through these

around sexual violence at the macro level, also

challenging times. I look forward to fully re-

impacting upon many people whom we seek to

engaging with the community as we move towards

support at the micro level..

2022 and hope to explore some further group
work options to support connection, regulation and

LITHGOW CARES 2021 PLAN

recovery.

1. Community Education: including continuing to

Sue Craig

deliver Family Fun Days. Continue to participate

Registered Counsellor & Yoga Therapist

in Child Protection Week activities and to support
elimination of violence against women activities.
2. Provide training opportunities: Explore options for
hosting complementary training opportunities.
Promote DV Competency across the service
system using the Safe and Together framework.
3. Systems Advocacy: Identify service gaps &
advocate for local responses to focus areas of
Lithgow Cares. Provide systems level advocacy in
relation to Government policy as it impacts DFV,
the protection of children in the Lithgow
Community.

CYFC DATA
A major achievement this year has been to transition
from manual data collection, to DCJ’s DEX system,
and more recently to a new Client Management
System that will make future data collection much
more responsive and informative for service review
and planning. Importantly, the system also allows for
the safe and confidential storage of client file notes
and sensitive documentation.
Professional Development, Clinical Supervision and
Peer Support are key elements of ensuring ethical
and relevant services to our clients. I thank LINC for
the support in accessing training including Love Bites
Facilitator training, Resilience Doughnut Connect 3,
Safe & Together Partnering with Victim Survivors,
ECAV Working with Men who use Violence, and
Family Drug Service workshops.
This has been supplemented by my own ongoing
studies in counselling for trauma, grief and loss,
working with young people, as well as child and
family interventions. I also continue to diversify my
skills set with a range of creative, somatic and
mindfulness based modalities which can be utilised to
support embodied recovery of children and adults.
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Community Hub
We have worked through another year of change

Department of Community and Justice -

and 2021 is one to remember with our dynamic team

- Bowenfels Community Hub – Place Plan

rising to the challenge of the COVID pandemic.

- Social Housing Sports Scholarships

Throughout the year we seized every opportunity to

- LINC Pantry

develop new networks and partnerships that has

Westfund

strengthened our Community Strengthening Stream.

Winmalee Neighbourhood Centre

“News Flash”

Food Rescue Central West
Second Bite Program – Coles Lithgow

LINC wants to announce our strong partnership with

Food Rescue – Woolworths Lithgow

WESTFUND who have supported our Food Rescue

Food Rescue – ALDI – Lithgow

Program through their generous donation of our

Foodbank NSW

‘Feels Good to do Good” van for pick up and

Good360 – Community Support

hamper delivery. This will now provide us the

GIVIT – Bush Fire and Community Recovery

opportunity to expand our food rescue reach

Share the Dignity

allowing us to secure much needed fresh produce

Legal Aid NSW

for a healthy community.

Central Tablelands and Blue Mountains

Additionally, they were instrumental in our first

Community Legal Centre

Christmas Hamper Appeal where they fully funded

Quota - Lithgow

COMMUNITY GROUP SUPPORT

the project, and this was also a massive team
development day! The staff packed and delivered
the hampers to LINC for distribution, where we

LINC provides auspice support for local community

provided face to face pick up and direct home drop

groups allowing them to work within the community
Local Drug Action Team – Planet Youth

off to our vulnerable community members.

Lithgow Dementia Alliance

A big thanks to the Westfund Team we appreciate

Walk n Talk for Life – Lithgow

your ongoing support of the Lithgow Community and

Suicide Awareness ‘Let’s Talk Lithgow'

LINC.

Rainbow Lithgow

Bowenfels Community Hub

LithGrow Community Garden
Boomerang Bags

During this year we have been able to run programs

LINC PANTRY NEWS

at the Hub which included:

Our LINC Pantry continues to expand and due to

The Homework Centre for children Kindergarten

COVID lockdown we reviewed our program and

to Year 6

went from three days a week to a large hamper pick

Women’s Safe Haven Project

up weekly. During this time, we saw a 60% increase

Food Rescue

in demand for food with a decrease in volunteers

We are excited to announce the Bowenfels Youth

due to the restrictions. The LINC Team stepped up to

Hub, which we will commence in 2022, and this has

support pick up, sorting, hamper packing and

been proudly funded by Lithgow Workies, through

distribution. We prepare 60 bags per week and have

Clubs NSW.

a drop-in service available for anyone in need.

LINC Community Hub would like to acknowledge the
diverse range of community partners who allow us to
provide innovative services to the local community
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We would like to say a special thank you to Linda

This year we also farewelled Jean Stamper who has

Heffernan our lead volunteer who worked constantly

been a Reception Volunteer for a period of 10

above and beyond thoughout this difficult time

years. We would like to thank Jean for her

supporting our community’s food insecurity need.

dedication and the professional and welcoming

The LINC Food Pantry would only be possible with

role you brought to the introduction face of LINC –

our dynamic team of volunteers who have provided

enjoy your retirement!

the follow program

We would like to thank our valuable teams of

Volunteer Hours – 2340

volunteers who are make all our work happen with

Community Members who received food rescue

such enthusiasm.

– 3122

Reception

Food Rescued and distributed

Deb Dixon

-Fruit – 1220kg

Food Rescue

-Vegetables – 1801kg
-Bread – 6744kg

Linda Heffernan

-Eggs – 145kg

Desiree Hardie

-Meat – 83kg

Lyn Bender

-Miscellaneous food items – 586kg

Evelyn Straker

Food Rescue Central West Food Pallets (frozen,

Gavan Keogh

produce and staples) 1000kg

Nan Vagner
Ken Findlay

In addition to our food rescue partners we would

Tracey (HIPPY) Curran

like to acknowledge the following businesses and
services who made generous donations our LINC

Homework Centre

Pantry:

Chrystal Kearney

Lolly Bug

Kerry Marshall

Ferrero

Robyn Cronin

Seclusions
Hungry Jacks -Lithgow

Leanne Walding

Fairview

Community Hub Manager

Lithgow Lions Club
Services Australia
Joblink Plus
Local Community members who have provided
eggs, produce and generous monetary
donations.

THANK YOU!!!
GRANT SUPPORT
We would like to acknowledge our grant application
partners that provide LINC the opportunity to
implement support programs in our community
Australia Post – Well Being Connection
St Vincent’s De Paul Society – Nature and
Nurture
Resources for Regions – Lithgow City Council LINC refit
Community Builders Partnership - Pantry Refit
Lithgow City Council – Women’s Safe Haven
Project

Walk N Talk Lithgow

Lithgow City Council - Bushfire Community
Recovery and Resilience Fund – Service Mapping
Stronger Communities Program Round 6
Clubs NSW – Lithgow Workies - Bowenfels Youth
Hub
Families & Communities Program Volunteer
Grant
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Communities and Kids
SUPPORTING FAMILIES AND CHILDREN IN THEIR
COMMUNITIES

The Bowenfels playgroup developed in partnership
with Gowrie NSW Bowenfels and was successful in
engaging new families to access our services and

This year has been another challenging time for our

explore the long day and Preschool care offered by

team facing many disruptions due to the continuation

Gowrie, increasing enrolment numbers. While this

of the Covid-19 pandemic causing a regional

was wonderful news for Gowrie, we were required to

lockdown, which saw all our programs suspended.

close off the weekly playgroup. Communities and

Having said that, our team has strived to stay

Kids would like to thank Gowrie for this partnership

connected and achieve positive outcomes for

and look forward to keeping a professional

families. Early intervention support and education to

connection with them into the future.

families has been achieved through our supported
playgroups, parenting programs, wellbeing groups

Communities and Kids has provided a range of

and community events. Our planning and resource

activities for families and children over the past year.

guides and programs continue to meet the needs of

These include:

children’s development age, whilst supporting the

Child Protection Week

needs of our families.

Naidoc Week
Science Week

We were once again challenged to think creatively

Harmony Day

during ‘Lockdown’, as our weekly groups, and large

Close the Gap

events were suspended due to government

R U OK Day

restrictions. Our team faced this adversity and

Pamper sessions

embraced new innovative ways to support our
families and the wider community. This included

The face-to-face programs were well attended,

contactless pack drop offs, zoom playgroup sessions,

while many creative changes were made to deliver

social media contacts and the personal phone call

the information and support during lock down. These

check ins.

events were delivered either face to face or
contactless and provided an interactive opportunity

Communities and Kids still play a large role within the

for families and children to develop new skills and

Lithgow Cares Committee. We were able to hold the

other friendships, building connections and feel

Bowenfels Community Fun Day in April where 350

supported, in old and new ways.

people embraced this family day of interaction, by

FUNDING SUCCESS

sadly the Portland Family Fun Days and Bowenfels
Community Barbeques were unable to go ahead. Our

Uniting – Fire Fly donation $2500 towards

team and the community look forward to being able

parenting groups

to hold these events again when the situation allows.

Lithgow Workmen's Women's Valley Bowlers Club

Lithgow City Council supports this initiative through

donation $1300 towards Circle of Security

the Community Development Financial Assistance

SDN donating $1564 for parenting groups

Programs.

Lithgow City Council Financial Assistance -

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

$3000 for Let’s Read Let’s Count
Energy Australia Community Grants - $2000 for

Currently we run supported playgroups in

Maths is Fun Train the Trainer

Lithgow - Cooerwull Public School

Quota Lithgow $1000

Portland - Portland Central School

Lithgow City Council Financial Assistance

Lithgow - Speech Therapy – in partnership with

Community Grants - $4000 for Family Fun days

Local Health District

as part of Lithgow Cares

Lithgow and Portland Libraries Story Time in

Innerwheel - Community Programs - $300

partnership with Lithgow City Council
Circle of Security Parenting
Bowenfels - Gowrie Childcare Centre – which has
now ceased
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HIGHLIGHTS

Other training which has happened over the past

The new ways in which we were able to offer

period:

support and connection during this trying year

Family Drug Support Workshop

were as follows:

Oops, I’m a Group Facilitator

Our service was very fortunate to recruit a

Therapeutic Relationships

wonderful volunteer in Chrystal Kearney. Chrystal

Impact of Trauma on Children and Young

has been a well needed extra pair of hands

People

during face-to-face playgroups sessions, has

Understanding Anxiety and Insomnia in Children

attended training sessions with the team, and

and Young People

contributed with creative resources and

Let’s Count and Let’s Read - The Smith Family

information both face to face and online with

Link3d up Resilience Doughnut Workshop

families on our social media.

KidSafe Early Childhood Safe Movable Play

Lithgow City Council approached us to fill the

Equipment

vacant position of volunteer Storytime facilitator

Accidental Counsellor

at the Portland Library. We were happy to

Mental Health in the Workplace - WHS

announce to the Council and families of Portland

Allison Davies Brains Equals Behaviour

we were successful in finding the perfect person

Academy Xi Digital Marketing Training

for the position in Kerry Brice. Kerry has years of

Shine Online

experience working with children within the

Client Management System

school setting and has given a fresh approach to

Our team has also been working hard on the

delivering Storytime with her bubbly and friendly

transition to our new client management system.

personality

This transition has been a mammoth effort for those

Utilising our Facebook closed group page and

involved, including many hours of training and

SkoolBag app to communicate with our families,

seminars, both face to face and online.

and to help connection between our families to
each other.

A BIG Thank you goes to the Jackie Vogel and

Making activity packs for children and families to

Donna Large for their continuous effort compassion

do at home, including craft, colouring, recipes

and the commitment they bring with them daily. This

and information for Child protection week, Covid

must also be extended to our new volunteers –

Wellness Care packages, Children’s week

Chrystal Kearney and Kerry Brice – your enthusiasm is
infectious, and you bring a new spark to our

New ways our team were able to connect and

programs.

support the broader community and LINC
While LINC saw many staff working from home

LINC is very proud to have such wonderful and

for a substantial period and volunteers unable to

passionate Communities and Kids team who deliver

attend duties due to lockdown, the team filled in

innovative programs that meet the ever-changing

where they could assist with reception and

need of our community.

Second Bite Food Rescue

Communities and Kids is proudly funded by the
Department of Communities and Justice (DCJ)

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

under the Targeted Early Intervention.

This year the staff have completed training to
increase their skills and knowledge to assist the

Leanne Walding

children and parents/carers and enhance programs,

Communities and Kids Services Manager

referrals and the support we provide.
The most exciting of these would be Donna and
Jackie have both completing Circle of Security
Classroom training, which is an extension of the
Circle of Security Parenting. Donna and Jackie are
now able to deliver this wonderful program to Early
Years Educational Centres, assisting staff to connect
with the children in their care, and their families.
The Home Interaction Program for Parents and
Youngsters (HIPPY) staff were the first to receive this
program in Term 1 2021, and there are several
services who have expressed interest for 2022.
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Commonwealth Home Support
Program
At the time of the 2020 AGM the Coronavirus

The Deloitte data study found that meals are the most

pandemic was just taking hold in Australia, early

utilised service type and expected to be one of the

March 2020, restrictions on service delivery and

fastest growing service type in the future, the

business operations were just beginning.

pandemic lock-down has increased the demand on
our food services significantly.

Commonwealth Home Support Program (CHSP)
services provide low level support to over 850,000

A notable change in the Commonwealth Home

older Australians. The Deloitte data analysis report,

Support Program is the announcement following the

predicts constant rate of population growth over the

Royal Commission into Ageing that service funding

next decade , older Australian population growth is

and delivery will change over the coming 12-18

forecast to grow from 4 million people (2018) to 5.4

months, the most significant change since the

million in 2028.

introduction of My Aged Care. Details are still being

(https://www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/commonwea

worked out, a significant change will be in the way

lth-home-support-programme-data-study)

how the program will be funded, a payment in arears
like the NDIS is being proposed at this stage.

April 2020, I think we started hearing the phrase
“living with Coronavirus”, went through a period of

Recommendation 25 of the Royal Commission into

restrictions that severely impacted on our ability to

Aged care was to combine CHSP, HCP, Respite Care

deliver our full range of services. In these months of

and Short-term restorative care into a new program

crisis, the only service that remained fully operational

care at home.

was our Meals on Wheels service, just as the year

The Meals on Wheels association has determined that

before when the bushfires affected other services –

the cost of paid staff service delivery would increase

the Meals on Wheels service remained open.

costs by 300%. Thank you for all the LINC Volunteers
The Commonwealth Home Support Program’s funding

that donate their time.

body the Department of Health maintained the option
for service providers to use our funding in a flexible

CHSP FOOD SERVICES

way, that is to apply funding where we can deliver

What a year! Our customer numbers keep increasing.

services rather than the need to deliver specified units

This has kept all our staff very busy. We continue to

of various service types. This flexibility has allowed us

have three Lithgow meal runs operating for most of

to maintain delivering meals to those who need and

the time. The demand for our frozen meals increased

allowed CHSP to retain all staff employed within the

dramatically also, on occasions outdoing the demand

program.

for hot meals.

Over the course of Spring and Summer, CHSP

Our CHSP Food Services staff are continually trying to

experienced a brief time when we were able to

adjust our work practices to meet the ever increasing

deliver a wide range of services.

demand for our meals, especially our frozen options.
It is challenging as our systems and equipment are

The lockdown, travel restrictions, permits, stay at

rather dated, and staff hours are restricted.

home order, QR Code, QR Code in, public health

It is a

great credit to our staff and volunteers that we can

orders and vaccine certificates – these were some of

provide our services to so many in the community.

the new concepts that we all had to come to term
with and find new ways to work and deliver services.

We are looking forward to getting our new freezer in
the new year, after a two year wait. We are planning

The latest set of restrictions proved to be very

to replace our second freezer which has reached its

challenging to work with, and as we are putting

end of life too.

together this AGM there are still restrictions affecting
services and challenges that result from Public Health

Our service is hoping to obtain another grant for this

Orders.

in the new year. Due to the demand for our services,
we also hope to secure a grant to replace our 10-

Through these latest restrictions our Meals on Wheels
service has again maintained the food delivery service

year-old oven for a bigger one to meet service
demands.

and death with a significant increase in demand.
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Frequency & Numbers

Thank you to our Food Service staff and their
families, for the sacrifices they have made in their

We are still operating our two runs on a fortnightly

personal lives during this trying time, by avoiding

basis. Monday morning 8.45 to 1.30 and a Monday

travel, visiting places, or doing things that may be a

afternoon from Midday to 3.00. Our numbers have

Covid risk. This sacrifice being made to keep our

grown from 4 to 5 on Monday morning and from 3 to

clients, work colleagues and workplace safe and

4 on a Monday afternoon. It doesn’t sound like a lot,

Covid free.

but we can be a noisy bunch at Michels Patisserie.

Costs

The biggest thank you is for our fantastic volunteers.
Through the lockdown, they were all given the option

We are still running at a minimal cost and provide a

to work or not, depending on their level of comfort.

community service and a social outing of great

Not one volunteer declined to work.

benefit to us all.

The importance of these great people cannot go

Some fun facts:

unnoticed. We can’t say enough about volunteers.

Combined ages of everyone over the two weeks

Without you great people, giving so generously of

– 821 years

your time, our service would not exist.

Trolleys pushed – 99 approx.

THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!!

Average steps taken – 2,589 per person per day
(256,311)

ACCOMPANIED SHOPPING

Shopping bags packed into the boot and carried

What an interesting time it has been! I was reading

into houses – 415 approx.

last year’s Annual Report and I remember at the time

Acquaintances that have stopped by to chat –

of writing it I was thinking that it couldn’t get any

too many to count

worse and that 2020 was a one off – how wrong can

Coffees consumed from Michels – 159 at least

you be?

Times Trump was mentioned – Way too many
Accidents and incidents – None

On the 1st February, 2021 with masks, gloves and
hand sanitizer as our secret weapons against

Going out shopping and getting a coffee, having a

COVID-19 we bundled into our bus with excitement.

chat, grabbing a bargain are things we take for

It was going to be a great year.

granted. We forget how this little social interaction
makes us feel. Our two groups are at the stage

We were all another year older with our oldest

where we can moan and carry on about things and

service user, Joyce Earp turning 99. She is still our

we nod and shake our heads at the right time. We

fittest, chattiest, and is up always up for mischief. We

laugh at things we say. We repeat many things as our

were excited – the shopping gangs were back

hearing aids aren’t working as well as they should.

together. We had photos of grandchildren, great

We help each other in and out of the bus with a

grandchildren, and new baby photos to share.

groan and laugh about how much longer it is taking

Gardening tips and new pet stories – loved and lost

us. We show each other our bargain buys and

to be shared. We discussed Trump and we also

wonder if it’s something we should buy also as you

laughed a lot about Trump. We debated COVID-19

never know when you might need that thingmajig

and the proposed vaccines and whether it was a

that Hedy bought. Sometimes, we just look inward

wise idea to be vaccinated. Did we know enough

and wonder what the next day will bring.

about them? Would we get them, or would we wait?
Would I want this service to stop – NEVER.

Nathan is still our designated driver, hug provider,
high-shelf reacher and heavy bag carrier on both

DOREEN’S PLACE

days. We would be lost without him. We were also

The team at Doreen’s Place (Aged Day Care &

fortunate to have Ed volunteering to drive the big bus

Overnight Respite Service) continue to provide the

for a few weeks and hopefully we can have him

best possible care experience for our service users

back. The comfort and ease of access is real for all

while attending Doreen’s Place.

of us.
Throughout this year we have had a few challenges

On the 9th August, 2021 our shopping day was done.

and changes due to the worldwide COVID19

The money envelope was handed in and our data

pandemic, which restricted the service delivery to our

system was updated. I finished my week with my

lovely clients. But we are adapting, new planning is in

envelopes ready for our early start the following

place to bring service delivery back to some type of

Monday. At the time of writing this, that was 11 weeks

normality, working within our limitations and new

ago and haven’t been shopping since due to the

health guidelines.

lockdown restrictions.
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Currently, our day service is supporting a comfortable
number that fills the dining table with a nice closeknit group of people, complemented by an overnight

HOME MAINTENANCE & GARDENING
MAINTENANCE
Both Home Maintenance & Garden Maintenance

stay to any of the current clients needing this support.

programs of CHSP HMMS have met with some

Our group is often made up of changing faces

challenging times within the third quarter of this

throughout the year, this is due to the natural cycle of

year in 2021 due to the NSW Lockdown, but we are

the things in our type of industry, as we have had

adapting to changes and have implemented other

several of our service user’s transition to their next life

means of support within limitations of what we can

journey into permanent residential care.

offer and still offer a valuable personal supportive
service that continue to benefit the community

Overall, we have a strong focus on group activities as
a social group, just like friends visiting together each

made up of current service users and new clients,
with such rewarding and positive feedback form our

week, enjoying each other’s company with many a life

service users in return.

story shared between all, which often turns into a
singalong when we play the music of their generation.

Our main goal is to further continue to help our

We enjoy our daily “Feathered Visitors” at the

service users in the community to be safe and

cottage, they are always a head turner and a subject

independent in their own homes, if possible, in their

of positivity with the clients.

retirement years.

At Doreen’s Place, it isn’t just about the service users,

A very BIG thank you to all the former & current

we are here as support for the carers too. What little

supporting volunteers who have given their own

extra we can offer them is sometimes just enough to

valuable time in the Garden Maintenance Service –

keep them feeling supported in their very demanding

You are very appreciated by all the service users,

roles at home as the primary carer.

me & LINC alike.

enjoy a few day outings, but this has been heavily

SOCIAL SUPPORT - FLO’S KITCHEN AND
COMMUNITY LUNCH

restricted due to government health orders and

The service experienced ongoing closures due to

regulations. In turn we had focused on a person-

the Covid restrictions through the year. Through the

centered approach, working within a controlled

year over brief periods we managed to provide

environment group arrangement, reducing any

ongoing support to service users, at times this was

unnecessary community engagement during this

reduced to checking in with all clients by phone.

Usually throughout the year we aim to provide and

pandemic.

Our services are gradually returning, and we are
But often on the way home we will go for a scenic

hopeful that 2022 will be a better year for the

drive, firstly stopping by to see the Dingo’s and other

service.

wildlife wandering around the “Secret Creek” wildlife
sanctuary, and a drive to “Lake Wallace” to feed the

HOME MODIFICATION SERVICE

ducks and water birds from the safety of our bus

The past year has seen the Home Mods team

window.

complete a variety of small and large jobs. With
COVID-19 lockdowns impacting our service again,

I would like to say a big thank you, and give a big pat

several of our scheduled jobs were put on hold.

on the back to all the support team and former staff

Whilst there is nothing we can do about that; it

members for all their hard work and ongoing

does raise concerns that there are members of our

commitment over the past year.

community not only struggling with the isolation of

As I speak for all the staff at Doreen’s, we are richly

lockdown but also having trouble moving around

rewarded each week and know that we have left a

their homes.

positive impact in the lives of our service users, their

The small jobs that we completed include grab rails

carers and their families. The big smiles and the big

to WC’s, shower recesses and even hallways and

thank yous we get each day says it all.

landings. Handheld showers with lever taps are a
popular request. These installs are routinely carried

“I’ll be ready Same Time Next Week…”

out by our building team with little thought given to

are their parting words to us.

how these simple installations change the life of our

.

service users by giving them dignity whilst toileting
and showering and the independence to stay safe
in their beloved and memory filled homes longer.
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Our larger jobs provide all the above and more. Our
ramps and railings provide freedom to get out and
about – safe pedestrian and wheelchair access to
lawns, gardens, and garages. Our concrete paths
and steps allow extended access to inaccessible
areas that would otherwise become overgrown or
derelict.
Our full bathroom modifications are growing in
demand as the population ages. A full bathroom
modification involves removing the existing bath tub,
removing wall and floor tiling, drainage and
plumbing, ventilation, waterproofing, re tiling, new
shower and tap fittings, shower screens or a shower
curtain. This modification/renovation is a costly and
lengthy exercise but fortunately with the government
subsidy this can be achieved on most occasions.

Levente Boda

Feathered friends visiting Doreen's

CHSP Manager

Home modifications

Trip to Captertee
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Disability Services
LINC disability services offers a variety of supports to

'LINC on Location’ on Fridays has proved to be very

multiple participants with a range of disabilities.

successful this year with our customers enjoying a
wide range of activities and outings around the

Our services include Supported Independent Living

region. These have included laser tag, bushwalking,

options (SIL), drop-in support, community access,

visiting a cider orchard and more. This program was

domestic support, transport, day programs, plan

put on hold during COVID restrictions, and we look

management and support coordination.

forward to recommencing as of the 3rd of December
2021.

This year has seen continued growth in LINC’s client
base, even though we have faced unprecedented

Our drop-in support services have continued to see

challenging times. We are proud to be able to offer

growth across the service. LINC now provides these

quality supports that enable our participants to

supports to 36 customers and continues to field

achieve their identified goals and live as

enquiries for this service and looks forward to seeing

independently as possible.

more growth over the next 12-month period. Our staff

LINC always recognises our participants as our

have supported our participants to develop skills and

highest priority and pride ourselves on the

work towards their identified goals such as

consistency and excellence of the service we

developing computer skills, learning to read and

provide.

write, confidently accessing the wider community
safely and maintaining independence.

This year has seen growth in all areas, including our
supported independent living houses where we have

Plan management services have remained stable

welcomed 2 new residents and continue to field

across the year and are seeing a slight increase in

other potential residents for the new year.

participants as we head towards the year’s end. LINC
currently has 40 participants in the plan management

LINC has reviewed day programs during the lockdown

stream.

period and have created a new and tailored offer for
our participants that is set to commence at the

Support Coordination has continued to grow, and

beginning of December 2021. We have recognised

LINC currently has 17 customers for this service. We

the need for better support and peer mentorship for

continue to see new requests for services and

men living with a disability and created a men’s

returning customers for this service. We are proud of

group, LINC’s Legends. We are aiming to support our

the high quality of service provided for Support

customers with literacy skill development, getting job

Coordination and expect that this will be an area of

ready and learning how to use modern technology.

continued growth in 2022. Service providers and the

We are excited about the future direction of our

NDIS, clear communication and planning practices,

groups.

transparency of processes and delivering a service of
excellence.

LINC has worked with Lithgow City Council this year
and are set to commence a community offering to all

Our SIL residents have enjoyed a year of exploring

persons in the Lithgow LGA living with a disability. A

the wider community, developing skills of daily living,

program will run at the Lithgow City Library every

and developing friendships that will last a lifetime. 2

second Thursday afternoon including afternoon tea,

Vacancies at one house have been filled. One

activities, and information sessions, commencing 16th

vacancy remains at one house, one customer is in the

December 2021. It was hoped to have this running

process of application for another house and 2

sooner, however COVID restrictions were a major

potential residents are in the process of applying for

barrier to having this happen.

SIL for our small house. 2022 promises to be an
exciting year for growth in this area.
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One of our houses saw long awaited bathroom
renovations this year. We are very happy for the
residents!
All houses were able to purchase new lounge suites
in 2021 along with a few other pieces of new
furniture, made possible by the generous grant
received from Centennial Coal in late 2020.
Bunnings generously donated many items to LINC for
our disability customers throughout 2021 including
gardening supplies and a new BBQ for one of our
houses.
We appreciate their generosity and pass on our
thanks and gratitude for the support of both
organisations.
Over the past 12 months LINC Disability Services has
continued to forge new relationships and improve
existing relationships with participants, other service
providers, the wider Lithgow community, and services
in the upper Blue Mountains. We have continued to
develop our reputation of quality and reliability, even
through tough times. 2022 promises to be an
exciting year for LINC disability services with further
growth and exploration of new opportunities for both
our service and the people we proudly support.

New furniture purchased with the
generous grant received by
Centennial Coal

Liz Symes
Disability Business Manager

Long awaited bathroom renovations
completed recently
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Partnerships
Food Rescue & Emergency Relief Partnerships
Food Rescue Central West
Foodbank NSW
Coles -Lithgow
Woolworths -Lithgow
ALDI - Lithgow
Winmalee Neighbourhood Centre

Community Partnerships & Programs
Westfund
Central Tablelands & Blue Mountains Community Legal Centre
Legal Aid
GIVIT
Good360
Firefly - Uniting (Hygiene Packs and Helping Your Child with Early Learning Program)
NBMPHN
Community Mental Health
Evolve Housing - Opportunities Pathways
Lithgow Community Pantry
Share the Dignity
Quota
Department of Community and Justice
Lithgow Community Projects
Thrive Family Services

Auspice Programs
Walk N Talk for Life - Lithgow
Rainbow Lithgow
Suicide Awareness - 'Let's Talk Lithgow'
Boomerang Bags
Lithgow Dementia Alliance
LithGrow Community Garden
Lithgow Drug Action Team - Planet Youth
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Groups using LINC facilities
Benevolent Society
Lifeline
APM - Employment Services
Yoga
Alcoholics Anonymous
Narcotics Anonymous
Lithgow ALP
Tax Help
Emergency Relief Support
Family Drug Service
Mary Mackillop Today NILS

Funding
Department of Health
The NSW Department of Communities and Justice
National Disability Insurance Scheme
Continuity of Support Program (Commonwealth Health NSW)

Grants
Australia Post - Well Being Connection
St Vincent's De Paul Society - Nature and Nuture
Resources for Regions - Lithgow City Council - LINC Refit
Lithgow City Council - Women's Safe Haven Project, Let's Read Let's Count and Family
Fun Day's - Lithgow Cares
Resilience NSW - Lithgow City Council - Service Mapping
Stronger Communities Program Round 6
Clubs NSW - Lithgow Workies - Bowenfels Youth Hub
Community Builders Partnership - LINC Pantry Refit
Families & Communities Program - Volunteer Grants
Net Waste

Donations
Uniting - Firefly - Parenting Groups
Lithgow Workmen's Women's Valley Bowlers Club - Circle of Security
SDN - Parenting Groups
Energy Australia Community Grants - Maths is Fun Train the Trainer
Quota Lithgow
Centennial Coal
Inner Wheel - Community Programs
Lithgow Lions Club
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Retirements

This year we farewelled Jean Stamper who has
been a Reception Volunteer for a period of 10
years. We would like to thank Jean for her
dedication and the professional and welcoming
role you brought to the introduction face of LINC
– enjoy your retirement!
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To Jennifer
Hawken
A Tribute

Jen was LINC’s receptionist for over 8 years. During her time with LINC
Jennifer would always do her very best to assist anyone who came in
for assistance. Jen made everyone feel welcome and strived to help
wherever she could because she genuinely cared for people.

Her contagious laugh and voice would travel through the hallways of
LINC, brightening everyones day. Jen would like to bake delicious treats
for people to try, leaving us wanting more.
Those special memories of you will always bring a smile. If only we
could have you back for a little while, then we could all sit back to talk
and laugh again as we used to. You always meant so much and always
will. The fact that you’re not here will always cause us pain but you are
forever in our hearts.
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Life brings tears, smiles and memories. The tears dry, the smile fades, but the
memories live on forever.

Your comforting expression of sympathy will always be remembered with deep
gratitude.

a great friend to all
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1 Padley Street
LITHGOW NSW 2790
Phone: 02 6352 2077
Fax: 02 6353 1826
linc@linc.org.au
linc.org.au
ABN: 31 175 063 234
ACN: 609 727 648

'Our vision is a harmonious community
where the people and the land flourishes'

